
DIANA TESTA

INGREDIENTS:

For the dough:
3 cups of Flour 00
3 eggs
salt

For the filling:
3 ¼ pounds spinach
2 ¼ cups ricotta cheese
3 table spoons of grated parmesan cheese
salt 
pepper
nutmeg
2 eggs lightly beaten (optional)

For the sauce:
8 fresh sage leaves
¼ cup of butter
Parmesan cheese

SPINACH AND RICOTTA
RAVIOLI

Make the pasta dough with the flour, eggs and pinch of salt.  Set aside while you prepare the filling. 

For the filling: cook the spinach in just the water clinging to the leaves after washing for five minutes, 
drain well and chop. Stir the Parmesan cheese in the ricotta until smooth and incorporate the spinach 
and salt.  You can add two eggs slightly beating to the filling (optional).

Once the filling is ready, roll out the pasta dough in two sheets. Place mounds of the filling at regular 
intervals on the sheet, fold over and cut out the ravioli. Press the edges to seal 

Cook in a large pan of salted boiling water for about 10 minutes, then drain and place in a warm 
serving dish. Meanwhile melt the butter in a small pot and cook the sage until golden. Sprinkle the 
ravioli with Parmesan cheese, pour the butter over them and serve.
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Steam the potatoes for 25 minutes until tender, then smash with a potato smasher or press 

apart! 

Work the dough using both hands.  Shape it into long rolls just over two third inch in diame-

each gnocchi to make a dimple in the centre, then gently roll them against the face of a 

It is best to cook the gnocchi as soon as you have made them. To cook, bring a large pot 
of lightly salted water to boil, add the gnocchi, a few at a time, and remove with a slot-
ted spoon as they rise to the surface. Do not overcook or they will fall apart. Drain, put in 
warm serving dish, and poor your chosen sauce over them. Serve immediately. 

POTATO GNOCCHI
INGREDIENTS:

2  pounds Russet potatoes cut into 1 ½ 
inch chunks 
1 ½ cups Flour 00 plus extra for dusting
1 extra large egg
salt
choice of sauce, warmed to serve

(optional).

at regular intervals on the sheet, fold over and cut out the ravioli. Press the edges to seal
Cook in a large pan of salted boiling water for about 10 minutes, then drain and place in 
a warm
serving dish. Meanwhile melt the butter in a small pot and cook the sage until golden. 
Sprinkle the ravioli with Parmesan cheese, pour the butter over them and serve.
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PUFF PASTRY
(PASTA SFOGLIA)

INSTRUCTIONS:

Combine the butter and ¼ of the flour using a metal spatula. This helps to prevent the heat 
of your hands from making the mixture too soft! In fact, the secret of successful puff pastry 
is the right balance of temperature between the different ingredients.

When the butter has absorbed the flour, shape the dough into a ¼ inch thick square on a 
lightly floured counter. Combine the remaining flour with a little water and a pinch of salt 
until soft. 

Shape into a circle and place in the middle of the dough square. Gently lift the four corners 
of the square and bring them together in the middle covering the round. Using a rolling pin, 
roll out into a rectangle with the short side towards you. Torn the dough a quarter turn. 

Lift up the right-hand short side and fold it toward the middle of the rectangle. Do the same 
with the left-hand side. Fold the pastry in half again so that it looks like a square book. This 
is the first pastry fold. Roll out the square into a long rectangle, always rolling into the same 
direction and repeat the pastry fold. Do this for times. Between each fold chill the dough 
in the refrigerator for 10 minutes. Bake in preheated oven to 400-425 F° for about 15/20 mi-
nutes

INGREDIENTS:

½ cup unsalted butter
1 ¼ Flour 00, plus extra for dusting
Salt
Water


